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What does the Internet Explorer Retirement mean for Access' web browser control?

You have likely already heard the news (sample Microsoft announcement) that Microsoft 365 apps are no
longer supported (as of Aug 2021) in Internet Explorer 11. Don't confuse this with whether Internet Explorer has
any support at all. In fact the MSHTML (Trident) engine is the underlying platform for IE11. This is the same
engine used in Edge, for example, during IE mode. Support for this engine is promised through 2029. This means
that the existing Web Browser control in Microsoft Access which uses the MSHTML engine will continue to work
through 2029. That said, the Access Team does have on their radar the creation of a new web browser in the next
year or two, which we can use to slowly transition to prior to 2029. See more details in the below blog post from
Access Principal Program Manager, Michael Aldridge.
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Easily create your own Excel functions without
code with the new LAMDA function

President's Remarks
Last week I attended the annual
Microsoft MVP Summit. This is a 3day jam packed opportunity to learn
all about the latest and upcoming
offerings for Microsoft Products, and
provide feedback to the development
teams. This year's conference was
virtual for the 3rd year in a row,
nevertheless it was a great
opportunity to interact with other
MVPs and product lead teams.
While none of the information in this
newsletter is still under NDA, it is still
relatively new. I picked out a few
items which I thought my reader
base would most enjoy. Let me know
what you think! Are you planning on
trying any of these suggestions
soon?
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I am impressed by the ease of use of Excel's new LAMDA function.
Read more about the basic how-tos and samples of use cases in this
Microsoft Support article. Remember, if you need assistance using
new Excel features, we are here to help! Contact
mbarnes@BarnesBusinessSolutions.com

Using the FindTime add in for Microsoft Outlook to
poll attendees regarding the best possible meeting
time
Many of us use Outlook's Scheduling Assistant to book meetings, but
sometimes you need to do more. Enter Microsoft Outlook's FindTime
Add-in which sets up a poll via email where attendees can pick a
preferred time. Quite an interesting tool! Let us know if you are using it,
and what you think of it.

Microsoft Lists – evolving the value of SharePoint
lists and beyond
Microsoft Lists builds on SharePoint's trusted information platform –
bringing new user experiences and capabilities to the foundational
innovation of SharePoint lists. The biggest advantages are the ranges
of UI that are easily available to keep your data up to date, and the
ability to interface with the Power Platform to include workflow. Learn all
about this relatively new technology in this Microsoft Tech
Community article.

